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Prepositions indicate relationships between other words in a sentence. Many prepositions
tell you where something is or when something happened. Most prepositions have several
definitions, so the meaning changes quite a bit in different contexts. Ending a sentence
with a preposition is not a grammatical error.

► THE PREPOSITIONS OF TIME AND PLACE : IN/ON AND AT

 Definition :
A preposition is an important part of the English Language.It is a word which is used to
show a relationship between a noun,noun phrase or pronoun in a sentence.
The prepositions of Time are the same words as prepositions of Place,however they are
used in a different way.
A preposition of place is a preposition which is used to refer to a place where something or
someone is located.
A preposition of time is a preposition that allows you to discuss a specific time period
such as a date on the calendar, one of the days of the week, or the actual time something
takes place.
For describing Time and Place the prepositions ON/IN and AT go from general to specific

This table covers the different uses of the prepositions of time at, in and on.

TIME

Centuries.........The 1880’s

Years...............1987

Decades............The 70’s

Weeks.............2weeks

Months............August

Periods of time..The future

Seasons......Winter

Parts of the day...The
morning

General
(bigger)

IN

PLACE

Countries........Senegal

Cities/Town.......Dakar

Enclosed spaces.....car

Time.........The weekend

Days........Thursday

Dates......May5th

Date+part of
Day....Saturday morning

More specific
(Smaller)

ON

Surfaces......The Floor

Streets......Blaise jagn streets

Means of transport.....A bus

Avenues......Bourguiba

Communication......The Rdio
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 Notice :
In some varieties of English when we say last,next,every,this we do not use on,in or
at

 They visited their parents last March(not in last March)

 I am coming next Wednesday(not on next Wednesday)

► PREPOSIONAL PHRASES.

Some prepositional phrases have various definitions, so the meaning changes quite a bit
according to context.

These types of preposition are described in detail in the below section.

 Preposition of Direction :

 The purpose of these types of prepositions are -

 To show the way in which something is done.

 To express the direction of something.

Here is the complete preposition list which are indicative of direction with their meanings.

Preposition of Direction Prepositions Meaning

Above Higher relative to something else

Across On the other side of

Along Beside

Among Within a group

Around In a circular way

At Indicates a particular point

Behind At the back of

Specific Days...My birthday

Holidays with Day.....Winter
Day

Hours........10p.m

Parts of the Day.....Midday

Time.....The moment

Very specific
(Smallest)

AT

Addresses......239streets 23

Specific Location..University
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Below Lower relative to something else

Beside Next to

Close to Near

Over Above

Through From one point to the next

Toward In the direction of

Up From low to high

Down From high to low

Between In the space separating two things

By Near

Inside/In Within

Near Close by

Next to Beside

On Touching something

Onto Moving on top of something

Off Away from

Past On the father side of

Under Below something

Some appropriate preposition examples list is provided below:

1. She has gone by bus.

2. Look to the right and you will see your destination.

3. Meet me at the flower shop around 10p.m

4. The dog climbed into the tree.

 Preposition of Time :

According to English Grammar rules, the words are used to refer to time in various aspects.

These types of preposition words are gathered in the below preposition list with their
meaning.
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 Preposition of Place:

The below preposition list covers all these kinds of prepositions which are indicating the
place.

Preposition of Place Prepositions Meaning

In Position or state inside

At In the area of, specific position, an event (or a place
related to it)

On Position above, in contact with, the state or process of &
means of conveyance

Off From a place or position

By, Beside At the side of, close to & next to

Under In a lower position, beneath the surface

Preposition of Time Preposition Meaning

On Days (of the week) & dates

In Months/seasons/year, part of the day, after a period

At A specific point of time, exceptions

Since From a specific point in time until now (past till now)

For Over a certain period of time

Ago From now to a specific point in the past (now till past)

During Throughout the course

Before Previous to in time, earlier than

After Subsequent in time, at a later time than

Until (Till) Up to a certain point in time

To/ past Telling the time

From/ To A starting point/ an end point

By Not later than
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Over In or at a position above, more than

Below In or to a lower place, beneath

Above Overhead

Up From a lower towards a higher point

Down A descending direction

Some appropriate preposition examples according to grammar rules are provided below :

1. There is a cat under the table.

2. I hung my coat behind the door.

3. A path above the lake.

 Other English Grammar Prepositions:

The prepositions in English grammar which are not satisfy the conditions of time, place &
direction they take place in this section.

English Grammar Prepositions Preposition Meaning

Or Originating from, composed of,associated
with, belonging to

By In the name of; through the agency oraction of
About Estimation of quantity, on the subject of
For Indicates the object, aim or purpose
With In the presence or use of
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